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The current phase of China's strategy for
economic development dates from the Third
Plenum of the Communist Party in December,

to described bv the
Chi restructuring,' .o.r-
soli It implies readjust-
irg the sectors of the
economy, restructuring the governmental
and economic organs to suit current needs,
consolidating industry and agriculture follow-
ing the disruptions of the Cultural Revolu-
tion, and improving economic performance
ofthe various sectors.

Yu Qiuli, head of the State Planning Com-
mission, described the process as 'J major
readjustment of the economic relations
between the state, the collective and the
individual'. It initiated, in fact, a new direc-
tion for China's economy.

Certainly more
is the radical depar
by establishing pri
as agriculture first, light industry second and
heavy industry third.

T-his .order of priorities, and the policy
implications contained within it, wai not
new economic thinking on the part of the
Chinese leaders in 1979. It was a[the core of
a policy adopted in 1956 at the conclusion
of a major economic conference and summed
up by Mao Zedong in the document 'The
Ten Major Relationships'. It represented
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a departure by the Chinese from the Soviet
economic model. But, whilst lip service was
paid in the past to the Ten Relationships,
they were not until now put into practice in
planning, investment policy or in any other
aspect of the economy.

Whatever other problems beset the Chinese
economy when the Gang of Four were top-
pled at the end of 1976-management, the
restructuring of industry, the deficiencies
of the technical infrastructure, the balance
between the centre and the regions-the
effective implementation of the three priori
ties, redressing imbalances in the country's
economy, lies at the heart of successfully
carrying through the readjustments.

A recent article in the People's Daily dis-
cusses this question and observes:

Only when the imbalances in the national
econorny are redressed can we create the
necessary conditions for the comprehen-
siue reforms in the system of economic
management. . . .

In handling the relations between the re-
adjustments and the reforms, ue must
focus our efforts on the former, subordi-
nate the latter to it, and carry out reforms
with the aim of promoting the work of
readjustment.

The readjustment policy .ushered in a
period of economic realism. This is part and
parcel of a 'new look' in economic as in
political and social life-a more candid ap-
proach, an open exposure to examination of
backward methods, outmoded practices left
over from feudalism: stereotyped, generalized
and inflexible responses to highly complex
and diverse problems of economic policy
and organization.

In looking at the direction China is taking
and the challenge she is facing in the econom-
ic and other spheres, one should be careful



not to Llnder-rate what is for her a monu-
mental problem of casting off the burden of
the feudal past-the building of independent
kingdoms, pre-scientific notions and supersti-
tions, exaggeration, flights of fancy and the
papering over of difficulties. Paradoxically,
the Cultural Revolutiori, through the opera-
tions of Lin Biao, Jiang Qing and the others,
intensified and strengthened the se feudal
forms and attitudes.

An essential feature of the change in the
readjustment process is to switch from a
situation in which general political slogans
were substituted for economic analysis and
a study of the concrete conditions; a situation
in which the economy was run by administra-
tive orders from above-what the Chinese
refer to as a 'patriarchal, concentrated leader-
ship',-and to turn from this, to a recognition
of objective economic laws, to be analyzed
and then given appropriate organizational
forms to put them into effective practice. In
other words a move from economic manage-
rnent by administrative organs to manage-
ment by economic organizations.

To illustrate what the Chinese have in
mind, we can look at the Chinese factory as

it has been run in the past. Under the Plan all
finance, the wages fund, the welfare fund,
the raw materials and components were
supplied by the state and, at the end of the
process, the output was tumed over to the
state. It came in one end and went out the
other. The state decided on resource alloca-
tions, the size of the labour force, the speci-
fication of the product.

The responsibility of the factory itself,
both management and workers, was limited.
If production targets were met before time
and further funds and raw materials were not
available until the beginning of the next
planning period, the factory stood idle, al-
though wages were paid and the costs of
overheads continued.

Another, and different, example may be
taken from the operation of China's foreign
trade where, until recently, all transactions
were conducted through centralized import-
ing and exporting coryorations. Although
these organizations have acquired considera-
ble experience and skills in intemational
trade, they iue essentially administrative
bodies one degree removed from the actuali-
ties of import requirements and export pos-
sibilities. For the foreign supplier there has
been the problem hitherto of contact with the
end-user to get to know his technical and
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other requirements, and for the buyer to
work out with the producer the specification
of goods to suit the demands of the inter-
national market.

To bring foreign trade closer to the eco-
nomic realities, some of the industrial min-
istries have now set up importing and export-
ing corporations, such as the First Ministry
of Machine Building (mechanical engineering
products) in Equipex, the Third Ministry
(aerospace) in CATIC, the Fourth Ministry
of Machine Building in the Electronic Import
and Export Corporation.

The fact that China in the past 30 years
has made significant and, at times, dramatic
advances in-industry and agriculture, which
compare favourably with most other coun-
tries- of the Third World, is not blinding the
Chinese leadership to several weak features,
taking the 30-year period as a whole, especial-
ly in relation to the massive imputs of man-
power, materials and finance. A recent state-
ment emanating from the Economic Research
Institute of the State Planning Commission
commented that, despite China's achieve-
ments, , the social wealth created is limited,
average per-capita GNP is still very low, the
capital construction front steadily extend-
ing; construction costs higher than in 19.65
and profits and income for every 100 yuan
invested in the state industrial departments
in 1978 and 1979 33 per cent,lower than in
1957, Economic strategy must, therefore,
look to a better return on funds invested,
a narrowing of the capital construction pro-
gram and reducing excessive consumption of
raw materials.

To return to the adjustment process. The
review of the economic situation at the end of
1978 took a hard look at the realities and
moved away from the over-ambitious and
impracticable targets of economic glowth,
particularly in the industrial sector, which
had been adopted in the heady atmosphere of
early 1977, in the wake of the Gang of Four's
departure from the scene, opting for asteadier
and more consistent pattern of development.
Vice-Premier Bo Yibo commented to me in
Beijing in March 1980 that the emphasis
today is less on a high-rate of growth and
ambitious targets but, essentially, on steady
and consistent development which serves the
effective readjustment of the proportionate
relations between the three sectorsl agricul-
ture,light industry and heavy industry;

The target for industrial growth has been
scaled down from 10 to 12 per cent to 6



to 8 per cent, and the number of major pro-
jects announced earlier reduced. At -the

same with
agricul Z and.
heavy focus
within ectors
-power, transport and communications and
construction and other materials-which have
been and still are hobbling the other sectors
of the economy.

The Role of Market Forces

The role of the market forces is now being
widely debated, in line with the emphasis on
the observance of economic laws. Chinese
economists are discussing the law of value

developmental policies and
received wisdom of past
y Soviet, economic thinking
value has no function as a

regulator of the economy and that, in any
case, it applies only or chiefly in the sphere
of the circulation of consumer goods. Rather
than viewing central planning as antagonistic
or in contradiction to the play of market
forces, Chinese economists are suggesting *
inter-play of the two whieh, having common
aspects, can be made to work together com-
plementarily with beneficial results. We are
observing, and will continue with sotne fas-
cination to observe, the endeavours of our
Chinese friends to find an effective relation-
ship which combines the advantages of cen-
tral planning with the dynamic injected by
t}re forces of the market, especially in terms
of local initiative.

In studying this problem the Chinese have
identified a number of adverse features which,

from the past policy of
forces as being in opposi-

istent with planned deve-

(i) that production w:u separated from
demand;

(ii) that prices were divorced from value.
The Chinese realize, however, that

nd' prices, not
value, must be
the basic neces-
are sold to the

consumer below cost. Thus, even

14 fen (8.6 USC), the state bearingthe
costs of handling and transport;

(iii)that the financial responsibility fell
entirely on the statel

(iv)that local economic organizations and
enterprises were encouraged to seek
self-sufficiency, regarding themselves as

small producbrs iather- than part of
large-scale socialist production.

In my talk with Vice-Premier Bo Yibo,
who is also Chairman of the recently formed
Machine Building Commission, he referred
to this latter problem, commenting that not
infrequently the local cadres tend to regard
the enterprises as their own private property,
although they are within the sector of state or
all-people's ownership.

Flexibility to Meet Diuerse Conditions

Utilizing the market forces meshes in with
a shift towards a more flexible policy to take
account of regional differences of climate,
soil, and other natural resources as well as
disparities in the levels of economic and
social development. An article of 16 May
criticizes past methods. It says:

We ha unifortn-
ity in ed ihings
uP by

This trend towards diversification and the uti-
lization of local strengths and resources came
to light during my discussions in April last
(1980) with the planning authorities of the
municipality of Shanghai and the province of
Anhui.

Shanghai has since Liberation built up a re-
latively self-reliant industrial base with a range
of industries reasonably well coordinated.
Most branches of industry, -the exception
being mining and forestry, are to be found
within the jurisdiction of the municipality.
Compared with the rest of China. Shanghai
has a strong scientific and technical force.

The proportion of heavy to light industry,
at present about fifty-fifty, will be changed in
favour of light industry. Apart from two
major projects, the Baoshan Ste.elworks and
the Jinshan Petrochemical Complex, Shanghai
will concentrate on sectors requiring technical
expertise, precision and skills, areas of high
technology involving relatively lower con-
sumption of energy, imposing less of a burden
on transportation and not requiring massive
inputs of raw materials with which the muni-
cipality is not well endowed. Bxisting enter-
prises which do not fit into this general pat-
tern will, over time, be shifted to other areas.

Anhui, on the other hand, dft a popula-



{on of 47 million, is relatively backward, has
Iittle industry and a small industrial labour

Works.

A recent circular of the Central Committee

Deoelopment of Economic Adoantage

Building on local strengths and resources
implies that the localities well endowed will
develop faster than others. The view cur-
rently advanced is that these differences have

The application of such a policy raises com-
plicated questions of finaniial and other re-
source allocations. Unless carried out with
both sho -term strategy
carefully red, polarizi-
tion coul roblem.

Cap;tal Construction
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on in-
water

One feature of decentralization has been to

vestment in capital construction.

This situation has been corrected in the

the year dropped by 4 per cent.

Thus, implementing the policy of scaling
down to suit China's financial, energy and
raw materials availabilities is in the nature
of a tug-of-war between the centre and the
localities, with the provinces in many cases
resisting the closing down or postPonement
of proj-ects which,-judged sol-ely from the
viewpoint of the locality, seem to be badly
needed.

Decentralization

It is generally agreed that the economy
has been over-centralized. However, to
reach a satisfactory balance which combines
the necessary confolling and allocatory
functions of a central plan with scope to the
localities to run their own affairs and exer-
cise initiative is no easy matter. The play
of market forces is one feature of this decen-
tralization process.



Reporting on the first six months' ex-
perience of operating with enlarged functions
of management, the Shanghai Textile Bureau
and the Bureau of Metallurgy annouhced
that profits handed over to the state increas-
ed by 28 per cent and 15.4 per cent respec-
tively.

The Textile Bureau retained 130 million
yuan arrd the Metallurgical Bureau 57 .46 mil-
lion yuan which were applied to the expansion
of production, collective welfare iervices
and bonuses for the workers. In these cases

The Metallurgical Bureau has decided to
devote 37 million yuan of its retained profits
on 29 technical improvements to expand
production of steel products for the textile
and other light industries, and the building in-
dustry and for exports. The use by the Tex-
tile Bureau of its retained profits illustrates
the new direct enterprise-to-enterprise rela-
tionships: The Bureau has invested 20 million
yuan in the Wuhan (Hubei) City Metallurgical
Bureau and Shanghai Metal Materials Cor-

ts need-
Part of
housing

In many cases the factory is free, having
fulfilled the planned quotas, to dispose of its
surplus production.

Increasingly a system of contracts between

contracts usually include provision for either
side to have reiourse to law, in the event of
failure to fulfil the contract terms.

Distribution

The first steps aJe being taken towards a
more rational distribution policy which in the

operates:

(i) Distribution under the State Plan co-
vering means of production of national
importance, fuel, vital raw materials

. and niajor equipment;

(ii) Materials sold mainly by commission-
ed supplies enterprises-means of pro-
duction of general use, machinery,
electrical equipment, some metals,
chemical products and construction
materials. Producing enterprises work-' irg under the supplies organization are
free to sell suryluses after fulfilling
production quotas;

(iii)Items sold mainly by the production
enterprises themselves--all materials
not in categories (i) and (ii) which, in
principle, can be freely produced and
sold by the enterprises.

In addition certain me asure have been taken
by the supply departments to promote the
circulation of materials.

(i) To adopt an open-door policy for
goods in full supply;

(ii) Supply to meet actual needs-especially
replacements and maintenance items,

(iii)Coupon system-allocation of coupons
on quota basis-used in supply of non-
ferrous metals,

(iv)Product specifications-rigid product
specifications forrnerly imposcd on lo-
calities and dep.artments have been
abolished in favour of the buyer or-
dering according to specifications that
meet his actual need.

Coordination

Effective coordination between the various
sectors of government and the economy has
been a besetting problem in Cliina for many
years. It is an area where feudal ideas, espe-
cially the striving for 'independent kingdoms'
exert a negative influence. To quote one
example, a recent Chinese report on the elec-
tronics industry is critical of the situation in
which no less than five cenral bodies-the
First, and Fourth and Sixth lVlinistries of
Machine-Building, the Chinese Academy of
Sciences and the Ministry of Posts and Tele-
communications-have subordinate to them

becomes all the more essential in the current
situation when there is a tendency for eco-



nomic organizations to proliferate and for
functions to be decentralized.

On the industrial side, a Machine-Buildi4g
Inclustrv Commission has been established
under Vice-Premier Bo Yibo to coordinate
the operation o
chine-Building.
into specialized
tions of the Fir
irg.

Agriculture

An exaggerated emphasis in past years on
grain applied universally across the length
and breadth of China, whatever the soil and
other conditions, and a policy'of 'uniformity
in everything' has produced a lop-sided situa-
tion in which agricultural sidelines have been
neglected, communes in areas unsuited to
grain production have often stagnated and
local economic advantages have not been
exploited.

Today's policy is, therefore, one of diver-
sification to suit local conditions and the
setting up of agricultural bases for grains, in-
dustrial crops, animal husbandry, fishery and
forestry in areas in which intensive cultiva-
tion is feasible.

Alongside this development,'production
teams, the basic level of the peoples' com-
munes, are being freed from the shackles
which imposed cropping programs from
above and are encouraged to develop sidelines
which provide the team with significant in-
come.

There is less talk about mechanization as

zation of agriculture has come,under criticism
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maintenance and repairs.

With agriculture as the first priority, more
funds in aid qf farming and a larger propor-
tion of capital construction investment is

is sector. The percentage
ruction Fund devoted to
from 10.7 in 1978 to 14

e to 18 in the next few
years.

At the same time, it is realized that finance

to be of the order of 1,000,000 million yuan.

As in the case of industry, it is recognized
that notwithstanding the limits on financial
inputs, significant growth can be generated
in the countryside by tapping existing poten-
tials, given the size of China, the land, natural
resourcis and available man-power.

Accepting that state financial assistance
cannot meet the total demand for funds for
the modemization of agriculture, steps are
being taken to improve the ability of com-
munes and production teams to generate
their own funds and examples are quoted of
advanced models who raise 70 per cent of
their farming development funds through
their own efforts.

A major source of accumulation are the
1,520,000 commune and production brigade
factories with a labour force of 28 million
which in 1978 realized an output value of
49,100 million yuan. Far from diminishing
the role of these commune-mn enterprises,
the modernization program envisages not
only their extension^ bul also their lntegra-
tion with the main industrial sector by sup-
plying components and equipment for state
or collective factories at the county or pro-
vincial levels.

The allocation of funds to aid agriculture
will in future have two prongs, one to focus
on k es for grains,
cash fisherv and
fores be explcted,
and the other to support the poorer regions in
remote mountainous and border districts,
minority nationality areas and certain regions



suffering from protracted low ou@uts and
grain shortages.

Desp
years r
funds,
Penses,
farms have been far from satisfactory, especial-
ly in average grain output and financial losses.
The financial management of these farms is

resources, are being enjoined to tum their
losses into profits within this year or next and
to supply more grain and other commodi-
ties to the state.

Already somg improvement has been re-
corded. In 1978, state farms and land re-
clamation departments suffered a loss of 90
million yuan. This situation was turned
round in 1979, when a profit of 300 million
yuan was realized.

Light Industry

- Output of light industry rose in 1979 by
9.6 per cent (compared with a 7.7 per cent
increase for heavy industry).

The rate of growth has accelerated in..the
first seven months of 1980, when the value of

23.3 Per
of 1979.
uction is

crease of consumer spendin* ,.r,rt,itl*T.iH
increments in industrial wages and thE step-
ping up of peasant income.

the textile and other light industries are ex-
pected to reach 2,000 million yuan this year.

Heaay Industry

For the present, energy will be supplied on a
selective basis and the drive for a reduction of
consumption, which already began to show
results in 1979, will continue with the follow-
ing targets for savings in 1980.

Other factors which will make for lower con-
sumption of coal, oil and electricity are the
slowing down of steel output and the stress
on light industry which is less energy-intensive
than heavy industry. For the longer term, a
start was made in 1979 to increase production
capacity. which will begin to redress the inade-
quacres rn conxng yearsl

Coal
Fuel oil
Coke
Electricity

CoaI
Crude oil
Natural gas
Power generating

capacity

China is exceptionally
resources, less than 5
have so far been tapped.
of May 1980 observes:

23,000,000 tons
1,500,000 tons
1,500,000 tons

7,000,000,000 kw

13,930,000 tons
8,000,000 tons

1,830,000,000 cu.m.

4,650,000 kw
rich in hydro-power
per cent of which
An American report

China has the uorld's largest hydro-electric
resources. Although the bulk of these re-
sources is located in remote areas of West
and Southwest China, an estimated 145,-
000 to 220,000 mw of exploitable hydro-
electric capacity can be transmitted to ma-
jor industrial centres using China's existing
technology. 'fhis is about three to fiue
times China's to-tal installed capacity
(thermal and hydro) at year-end 1978.

The Ministry of Power has announced a pro-
gram designed to achieve a rational distribu-
tion of hydro-electric power throughout the
country, but because of the long leadtimes
involved, the larger hydro-electric plants are
unlikely to come into service much before
1987.

China is the world's third biggest miner of
coal artd new large reseryes are being dis-
covered. She will concentrate on coal as her
major source of energy, at least until the large
hydro-electric stations start to produce. The
chief bottle-neck is transport from the mines.
A large part of railway development will be
devoted to moving coal from the pitheads
to industrial centres and to the ports for ex-
port.

China's petroleum policy in the short term
is to keep extraction at roughly its present
level whilst exploratory surveys both on and
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offshore are being completed. Several new
large reserves have been found in Xinjiang,
H:rul, Shandong, Qilgf,ui and Liaonilg. and
seismic surveys are being conducted offshore
in joint operations between China and some
16 foreign companies. Only when these
surveys are completed will a production
strategy be decided upon.

China has decided to cut back her target
for crude steel in 1980 by 1,400,000 tons
whilst increasing output of rolled steel and
finished products. Imports of steel have been
slashed. N{eanwhile the concentration is on
improving the performance of existing plants.
The only foreign steel plant going ahead is at
Baoshan near Shanghai which will eventually
produce six million tons.

ing materials for rural use and providing tech-
nical services for farmers.

,4 c c umu, lation and C o nsump tio n

As far back as 1958, the danger of exces-
sive accumulation at the expense of consump-
tion was being voiced by Chinese leaders.
Despite these warnings the rate of accumula-
tion rose to around 40 per cent during the
period of the Cultural Revolution. At the
National People's Congress in June 1979
Zhang Jingfu, Minister of Finance, advised
that the rate of accumulation exceeded rea-
sonable limits.

With the raising of incomes of both pea-
sants and workers and the allocation of in-
creased funds to improve housing and other
social amenities, the rate between accumula-
tion and consumption is being modified in
favour of the lattet. 'One lesson of post-Libe-
ration economic experience', stated an econo-
mic commentator in the Workers' Daily of 23

policy to bring it down to around 25 per'cent
is seen as a gr-adual process in order to avoid
dislocations to the economy which could be
caused by too abrupt a change.

Restruc turing of Industry

The system of totally integrated factories, a
number of them supplied by the Soviet

t2

Union, may have been an inescapable neces-
sity for China in the middle 1950's when she

was at the start of her industry-building pro-

and repairshop type.

The legacy of pre-Liberation China, as R-
H. Tawney described it, bore heavily on these
early attemp ts at industrialization:

What exists in China. . . . is less an organiz'

neighbourhood.

The totally integrated type of entelprise ob-
viously cannot meet the needs in equipment
and components sufficiently specialized and
of a quality to satisfy the requirements of a
diversified economy, still less match up to the
demands, of the Four Modemizations. A
recent Chinese report observes that 70 to 80
per cent of the machine building factories
have their own foundries. 'Their production
is characterized by small batches, backward
technology, high consumption and very low
labour productivity.'

Steps toward specialization have already
been taken in the textile and other light in-
dustries and tentative changes towards special-
ized component production instituted in the
agricultural machinery industry. The prov-
ince of Heilongiiang, one of the bases for
grain and soya bean production, will be given
priority in farm mechanization. It set up in
July 1980 an integrated tractor company, in
which two tractor plants and eight diesel
engine and tractor component factories will
cooperate. These changes have not been
so difficult to bring about, but when it comes
to the major integrated plants with all their
complexity, such as the No.1 Truck Factory
in Changchun, Jilin (Kirin), the change-over
can only be gradual if a serious loss of pro-
duction is to be avoided during the period
of transition.



Nanjing municipality. This company is
described as a joint entreprenurial venture
combining plants under the jurisdiction of
a ministry at the centre and plants under
the jurisdiction of the province and the muni-
cipality, covering enterprises in state or all
people's ownership as well as collective
enterprises, and bringing under one umbrella
plants producing complete sets of equipment
and others only components. The jurisdic-
tion, the financial system and the ownership
of these individual enterprises, however,
remain unchanged.

Chinals Way to Modemization

The 1978 decision to effect the readjust-
ments was not merely to set a new direction
for China's economy, it also represented a
considerable shift of emphasis with less stress
on foreign technology and the utilization of
foreign loans. Much more attention is being
given to China finding her own way to mod-
ernization and to avoid the negative effects
which has accompanied industrialization in
other countries. Ilere, a major ,factor is the
realization that China has substantial indus-
trial capacity which, at present, is only partial-
ly utilized owing to shortage o-f power, trans-
port and materials, inefficient management
and outmoded production methods. In in-
dustry, therefore, the first and major thrust
is to modemize existing enterprises, by
raising the technological level of the pro-
duction processes, to. realize higher producti-
vity and improve the quality of the pioduct.

There is a switch from building new facto-
ries to upgrading the production methods
of the existing ones, many bf which, the
Chinese say, are at the level of international
standards of the 1950's and 1960's.

Accompanying this move towards mod-
ernizing existing capacity is a tum from the
blind drive for mechanization across the
board-'microchips with everything'-which
figured in industrial policy in the first flush
of the modernization proposals. A more
realistic approach has supervened, taking
account of the present low level of .the
country's technical infrastructure, the finan-
cial stringencies which restrict the possibility
of heavy investments in projects giving a
relatively slow retum and the problems of
sewicing, maintenance and calibration of high-
ly sophisticated equipment. Overlaying these
considerations is the spectre of unemploy-
ment which could be exacerbated by over-
hasty modernization of industry in the period
before the policy of further re stricting popula-
tion growth has had its full effect.

Recent pronouncements suggest a more
flexible and realistic policy for the next peri-
od, giving more attention to middle-level
technology, which is an advance on existing
equipment and which can be successfully
and smoothly incoryorated into the produc-
tion process without unduly straining the
present capabilities of the technical labour
force.

The Chinese are squaring up to the fact
that labour-intensive enterprises will have to
continue for some time and that the way
forward in industry will necessitate ablend of
mechanization, semi-mechanization and, in
places, manual methods. y

The present is, for " China, a period of
questioning, reviewing past performance, ex-
perimenting with new methods, new orgar,iza-
tional forms and new types of relationships
between economic organizations. Some
features are relatively clear, others still very
fluid and many questions still unanswered.
It is the intention that these various strands
will, in due time, coalesce into a major econo-
mic reform

As the process of readjustment opens out,
nqw probllms and new insights into the
realities of the Chinese economy, both
positive and negative, are corning to light.
The readjustment period may well have to
continue beyond the original ta-rget date of
the end of 1981. Certainly the time required
for the laggard departrnents-coal, power and
transport-to catch up will be significant-
ly longer, stretching into the Ten Year Plan
now in preparation, the details of which
should be announced by the end of this year.

What is important is that the economic
results of 1979 and the first months of 1980
indicate that the process of evening out the
disproportions has begun. Productivity in
state-owned industries has risen by 6.4 per
cent, quality. levels have improved, in some
cases surpassing previous peaks, the consump-
tion of fuel has been reduced and the number
of state enterprises operating at a lo'ss is 15
per cent lower than in 1978.

Within the framework of these develop-
ments, the range of opportunities for foreign
trade and technical cooperation are quite
diverse.

The technical updating-of factories.will in-
many cases necessitate the importation of
specialist eouipment. In some enteryrises the
renovation of a complete workshop within
the factory complex can be undertaken by

13



foreign experts. The Chinese are now reafiz-
ing that the use of truly independent foreign
consultants can prove to be-a most econo-
mical method of jacking up their industrial
technology.

New techniques developed in the West of
materials substitutes, the use of additives and
other. techniques to enhance production with-
out significantly^-adding to costs are of great
interest to our Chinese-friends in their se-arch
for higher output with minimum investment.

Several of the m1j9r projects now going
ahead are linked with loans at favouiabl6
rates of interest-such as the Belgian power
plant and the six Japanese projecis to deve-
lop -coal ^-iL.t an-d the rallwiy and port-
handling facilities for coal ana oil to be ex-
porte d to Japan.

11U never _represent a major portion of
China's total investments or her foieign trade.

These new forms call for mgre ingenuity
and adaptability on the part of Chinat trade
pa-rtners and also require a deeper understand-
ing of the specific conditions in China.

Foreign'frade

An encouraging feature is the rise of
China's foreign trade in recent years, especial-
ly seen against a situation in which 

-world

trade is qlg*r"S down. China's two-way trade
increased by 28 per cent in 1979 to 45,000
million yuan which, even allowing for price
inflation, represents a substantial rise.

^ 
Recently in Beijing, friends in the Ministry

of Fore.ign Trade exp-lained that they expect-
9d igrylSn t{a{e t-o rlse by about 20'per cent
in 1980. Their forecast has been prbved ac-
curate so far, with the figures for thi first half
of the year not only showing a 20.2 per cent
increase over the same period of 1079 but
achieving a positive balance in visible trade
with exports at 12,930 and imports at 12,230
million yuan.

Commercial relations with China, especially
for manufacturers d spe-
cialized. equipment ething
more than a mere opera-
tion. They extend many other forms of
cooperation in technology, consultancy ser-vlce echnicians, methods
of he larger projects,the specialists'urr-d, i.,
some cases, their families, in China. For some
countries, collaboration between sections of
rndustry and their Chinese counteryarts rather
th4n an,enteryrise-to-enteryrise ielationship
rs seen as a conung prospect.

We can expect to se
ic, technical and eve
of a new.type opening
more exclttng, rtcher an
of necessity_, .mutually rewarding as China
moves ahead into the l9g0,s *iih h., p.o-
gram of modernization.

t4


